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This invention relates primarily to improve- Fig. 3' ,is a view in perspective illustrating a 
ments in hypodermic syringesand more particu- further step in the process of manufacture; ' 
larly to- improvements in the rubber plungers Fig. 4 shows a sectional View of the ?nished 
which constitute a standard part of such devices. plunger, and ’ 

v5 In hypodermic syringes it is frequently desir- ' Figs. 5'and 6 are sectional views illustrating a 60v 
able to retract as well as advance the plunger in modi?cation within the scope of the invention. 
the syringe cylinder,’ and for this purpose the In the production of a socket member'in ac 
plungers, commonly of ?exible rubber, - are cordance with my invention, I prefer to employ 
equipped with inserted sockets threaded or a blank in theform of’a rod 1 of square cross 

.10‘ otherwise formed for interlocking connection section which may be of brass or other suitable 65 
with a stem by means of which the plunger may material. In an initial operation, I mayemploy 

' be actuated. Considerable di?iculty. has been a rotary boring tool, as indicated at '2 in Figs. 1 
experienced in obtaining an e?cient bond‘be- and 2, which is adapted to Simultaneously fOrm 
tween the rubber of the plunger and the socket in the end of the blank 1 a central longitudinal 

'15 element, and particularly in the retracting of the Cylindrical recess 3 and an outer Concentric‘ an- 70 
plunger, the socket elements have been subject nular ‘recess 4, the latter intersecting the sidev 
to breaking away from the rubber plunger, surfaces of the blank to form spaced ears or pro 
thereby rendering the syringe inoperative. The J'ectiOnS 5- Pl‘efel‘ably and as illustrated, the 
dif?culty is increased by the fact‘ that ‘frequently portions of the cutter, 2 ‘which form the recess 4 

12.0 the plungers stick in the barrel and can be are flared or beveled outwardly above the Cutting 75 
released only by rotating the plunger, a move- edge whereby as the’ cutter advances in the 
ment which tends to tear the socket loose vfrom cutting operation‘ the ears 01‘ Projections 5 are 
the rubber. Another in?uencing factor resides bent'outwardly away from the central cylindrical 
in the fact that the syringe, after being charged part 6, as Clearly illustrated- FOllOWihg the drill-' 

1.25 with serum or other» substance is usually sub- ing or boring operation as set forth above, the so 
jected to a sterilizing operation at a, relatively socket element is completed by internally thread 
high temperature, .this heat effecting chemical ing or tapping the central‘ cylindricaliopening 3 
changes tending to separate the rubber from the and by cutting ‘away the machined extremity of 

a socket e1ement and tending also to. Cause the the blank 1 to obtain an element substantially as 
1-30 rubber plunger to adhere to the sides of the illustrated in Fig: 4- The socket member thus 85 

cylinder. » _ » produced'is introduced into the mold in which 

Y Itiis an object of thisihvention to provide an the rubber plunger 715 formed and isjmelded into 
improved plunger having astem-receiving socket the plunge!‘ ‘in Well known manner, the ?nished j 
so formed and embedded in the plunger as.“ to article being Shown in Fig; 4 

~':35 effectively resist the tendency of all normal ‘A Socket-member 0f the form illustrated and 90 

549 of separation of the socket member and conse 

E 

io 

strains and stresses to loosen the socket from described above has been found admirably Suited ' 
the surrounding rubber, and thereby to provide for the QuTpPSe The base hortlon 0f the mem 
a plunger that may be freely advanced or re_ ber, proJectmg from the sides of the central 
tracted or rotated in the cylinderlwithout danger socketed part 6’ establishes relatively extended ‘ 

' rubber-abutted surfaces which are normal to the 95 
‘thrusts. or strains exerted through the stemv 8 1 

I. - - ~ ' 'ther advancing or retracting the plunger in 
The invention resides not only 1n the plunger meel I . > . 

‘ as a whole but in the speci?c form andmethod of th" barrel the Syringe aim are Capable of wllzh' 
manufacture of the socket insert as hereinafter Standing t e forces tendmg toward Separatlon 
Set forth ’ - of. the socket member from the rubber. In the ‘100 

i th ' tt h d d _ ' V ' . retraction movement the tongues‘ 5-also assist in 
I,‘ e 8i ,3“: e_ rawmg' _ . . anchoring the socket member, and these elements 

streamers retreating r of . — ' member 0 ear oose rom e rubber w en vthe 
cedure the socket member is manufactured, and plunger’ through the Stem 3 is rotated in the 105, 
also shows a portlon of one form of tool that may barrel. This function of ‘the tongues 5 is aided 
be employed; ' . by the ?ared formation previously described. . ' 
_ Flg. 2 is a View in perspective illustrating the It will be noted that but three operations are 
initial step in the manufacture of the socket required for producing the socket member in the 

quent destruction of the syringe. 

_}55 member; _ procedure outlined above,~and while. a socket- 110 
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member embodying the substantially same de 
sirable characteristics may be produced by other 
methods, the one herein described commends it 
self for its simplicity and relative cheapness. It 
has also been found that with a tool of the gen 
eral character illustrated, the longitudinal edges 
of the tongues 5 are rough and uneven which aids 
in creating a firm bond between these elements 
and the rubber of the plunger. ' 
In Figures 5 and 6, I disclose a socket-member 

formed of metal tubing. In this instance a blank 
tube is internally threaded at one end and at 
the other end is divided longitudinally by’ cross 
cuts to form four sections which are then bent 
outwardly and back to form elements corre 
sponding to the tongues 5 of they previously de 
scribed embodiment. The corresponding parts of V 

'70 

1,935,494 
the two embodiments are identi?ed by the same 
reference numerals. ‘ 

I claim: 
A plunger for hypodermic syringes comprising 

a cylindrical body portion, and an integral socket 
member embedded in said body portion, said sock 
et member comprising a base and a central socket 
for the reception of an actuating stem, a sub 
stantially rectangular ?ange on the socket mem 
ber projecting from the base in the plane there 
of, and an element at each corner of said flange 
extending laterally therefrom along the socket 
portion substantially parallel therewith and 
spaced therefrom whereby rotational, lateral and 
axial movements of the socket member within the 
body portion- are prevented. 
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